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Use of multiple antennas at both ends of wireless links is the result of the natural progression of more than four decades of evolution of adaptive antenna technology. Recent advances have demonstrated that multipleinput-multiple-output (MIMO) wireless systems can achieve impressive increases in overall system performance. The potential to provide the next major leap forward for wireless communications has led this technology to becoming the next frontier of wireless communications. As a result, it has received the attention not only of the international R&D community, but also of the wireless communications industry. This is evidenced from the international standardization efforts in the context of UMTS (e.g., 3GPP) and IEEE 802.11 (for wireless LANs) and also in the context of proposals for next generation (4G and beyond) wireless systems.

This book, MIMO System Technology for Wireless Communications, is a compilation of the work of several authors. The goal is not only to provide a complete reference source for readers interested in MIMO systems, but also to provide up-to-date information on several key issues related to the technology. For this reason, considerable effort was made to cover most of the elements of the technology and the related issues, some of which are not currently treated in the available textbooks.
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Software by Design: Shaping Technology and The WorkplaceOxford University Press, 1994
As computers become more and more integral to business and other organizational operations around the world, software design must increasingly meet the social demands of the workplace.  This book provides an informative, cogent examination of how various social factors--such as organizational structure, workplace relations, and market...
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The Encyclopedia of NetworkingSybex, 1996
As in the first edition, I’ve tried to make this Encyclopedia a comprehensive source of information about matters relating to networking. I’ve also tried to present the information in a clear and useful manner.

This book contains comprehensive, straightforward summaries of the major concepts, issues, and approaches related to...
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The People CMM: A Framework for Human Capital Management (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2009

	Organizations are now competing in two markets, one for their products and services and one for the talent required to produce or perform them. Success in the former is determined by success in the latter. The ability to compete is directly related to the ability to attract, develop, motivate, organize, and retain the...
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DSLs in Boo: Domain Specific Languages in .NETManning Publications, 2010

Even good code can be tough to understand when you simply read it-even if you're a developer and you know what it does! A Domain Specific Language (DSL) helps a developer clearly express the intent of the code, and thus make it easier to work on the core business problem.

Developers who migrate to Ruby from Java love Boo's ability...
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Private Cloud Computing: Consolidation, Virtualization, and Service-Oriented InfrastructureMorgan Kaufmann, 2011


	Is “provisioning a web server in 5 minutes for $5” the most

	interesting thing about the cloud?





	Those responsible for IT in their enterprise are quickly

	discovering that the cloud is a game-changing trend that

	offers a completely new methodology for service provision.

	The cloud not only lets you cut...
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Lean Enterprise Systems: Using IT for Continuous ImprovementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Learn how Lean IT can help companies deliver better customer service and value
    
 Lean Enterprise Systems effectively demonstrates how the techniques derived from Lean Manufacturing, combined with the thoughtful application of information technology, can help all enterprises improve business performance and add significant value for...
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